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• Global Multi-Sector Business Association
 Established in 1999, IETA’s the collective voice of business on carbon pricing.
 Companies from oil, electricity, banking, industry, traders and brokers, law,

consulting, project developers, exchanges, verifiers, etc.
 Global Partnerships & Dialogues with UNFCCC, World Bank. OECD-IEA etc.

• Core Principles:
 Climate Results Matter = real, measurable GHG outcomes.
 Policy Certainty Matters = clear, consistent compliance pathways and rules.
 Cost-Containment Matters = meet goals at least-cost (offsets, linking etc.)
 Profit-Incentives Matters = “carrots” broaden the tent of participants.

ABOUT IETA & CORE PRINCIPLES



 Ensures environmental outcome certainty (measurable results)
 Climate goals reached at least-cost to society and business
 Supports low-carbon transitioning for business & consumers
 Addresses industry competitiveness concerns
 Incentive for unregulated player participation (farmers, foresters)
 Enables cross-border cooperation, linkage and harmonization
 Provides global solution to a global challenge

WHY MARKETS & TRADING MATTER



BUSINESS VIEW: MARKETS & FINANCE
• We’ve Crossed the Rubicon. Economic impetus to a decarbonized world is 

now unstoppable. Doing nothing = non-option.

• Most Countries are All In. By confirming targets, domestic policy settings 
will inevitably tighten…and fast.

• Future of Carbon Markets is Bright. Must optimize positions as market 
rules & guidance – at all levels – develop (and interact).

• Ensure Competitiveness & Clarity an Uncertain World. Act early, provide 
predictable clean pathways and price signals to business.

• Markets-Climate Finance Opportunities. Links across carbon pricing and 
(private) climate finance in nascent stage. Important work ahead!
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Climate Challenges, Market Solutions

BRITISH COLUMBIA
• Offsets (CNG)
• Benchmark ETS (LNG, 

coal, new entrants?)
Carbon Tax (Fuels)
• $30/t - Frozen

ALBERTA
• Benchmark ETS (EPC, Offsets)
• Oil Sands Cap (100Mt)
• Coal emissions phase-out 2030
• 30% renewable energy
Carbon Levy (Fuels)
• (2017) $20/t
• (2018) $30/t

MANITOBA
WCI

No Cap and Trade
• Looking West

ONTARIO
WCI (link 2018)

Cap and Trade
• 2017: ~$18/t
• LFEs, Power Imports, Fuel 

Distributors

NFL
• “Carbon tax” (on gasoline)
• SGER-model (>25kt onshore)

(Price not yet listed)
Regional Carbon Trading 
Program?

QUEBEC
WCI

Cap and Trade
• LFEs, Power Imports, Fuel 

Distributors
By 2030:
• Petroleum consumption 40% 

below 2013
• No thermal coal
• Renewables 25% above 2013

SASKATCHEWAN
• CO2 Purchasing Contracts
• Technology Transfers
• Coal Equivalency Deal

CANADA AS A MICROCOSM

PAN-CANADIAN 
FRAMEWORK



INDC Submitted
INDC includes the use of 

International markets

Country will consider 
using markets
INDC Not Submitted

Source: 
IETA/EDF “Carbon Pricing: The Paris 
Agreement’s Key Ingredient,” 
April 2016

MARKET-FRIENDLY NDCs



IETA “VISION” FOR ARTICLE 6



 Article 6 of the Paris Agreement represents a key feature to allow
Parties to cooperate through market and non-market mechanisms.

 Significant potential of market mechanisms:
 to help achieve mitigation goals efficiently

 to catalyze entrepreneurship & action by private sector

ROLE OF PRIVATE SECTOR & MARKETS
VITAL TO MEET TARGETS & RAISE AMBITION



ARTICLE 6
New Global Market Policy Framework

KEY ARTICLE 6 PROVISIONS:

• 6.2, 6.3: Report internationally transferred 
mitigation outcomes with robust accounting 
to avoid double counting (ITMO)

• 6.4: New emissions mitigation mechanism 
to support sustainable development (EMM)

• 6.8: Non-market approaches of cooperation 

Article 6 Rules, Modalities & Procedures Due by COP 24 (2018)



 Article 6.2: ITMO becomes the required approach for any
quantifiable exchange of units or use of a carbon delineated
mechanism between Parties

 Article 6.4: The Emissions Mitigation Mechanism (EMM) is a process
for unitizing an activity for climate financing and/or subsequent
transfer of a mitigation outcome between Parties

 Article 6.8: The non-market framework is for activities not
immediately delineated in carbon units.

IETA ARTICLE 6 “VISION”
IN A NUTSHELL…



 ITMO is voluntary process to increase ambition
 ITMO is not a unit generating facility or mechanism
 This is the process by which there is a quantitative transfer of

emission reduction capability between two Parties.
 Party transfer is either in the form of:

1. Allowances;
2. Reduction Units; or
3. A Carbon Delineated Inventory Adjustment.

ARTICLE 6.2 “VISION”
Guidance on Cooperative Approaches



Quantitative Transfer of Emission Reduction Capability between US-CAD

 Unit exchanged between Canada and the US (e.g. CCAs, QCAs)
 Unit classified as an ITMO for the purposes of Article 6 accounting
 Unit would not have the value of an ITMO as a currency
 Unit maintains its CAD or US-issued currency value

ARTICLE 6.2 “VISION”
EXAMPLE: ITMO ACCOUNTING PROCESS



 Emissions Mitigation Mechanism is process for unitizing an activity for:

1. Climate Finance (e.g. measurable Results-Based Finance)
2. Subsequent Transfer of a Mitigation Outcome between Parties
3. Enabling Use of Domestic Carbon Pricing Programs.

 Each activity and unitization should be measured in tCO2 in a
standardized manner against the baseline of an NDC.

ARTICLE 6.4 “VISION”
Mitigation Mechanism: Rules, Modalities & Procedures



 Non-Market Framework is for activities not immediately delineated
in carbon units, such as:

1. Mitigation agreements for SLCPs (e.g. The Kigali Amendment)
2. Micro-scale clean energy deployment;
3. Collaborative Research & Development (e.g. GCCSI)

ARTICLE 6.8 “VISION”
Non-Market Framework



PLENTY OF QUESTIONS REMAIN



 What is the definition of an ITMO?
 How should ITMOs be tracked?
 What systems should be used for ITMO reporting?
 If emission reduction units from the Article 6.4 mechanism are transferred

internationally, should they also be classified as ITMO’s?
 How to account for ITMO use across different NDC types (multi year vs single year

targets, NDC’s without GHG targets, etc.)?
 What accounting methods enable participation across various NDC types?
 How and when should corresponding adjustments in Party inventories be done

after the use of Article 6?
 How does the scope of an NDC impact the corresponding adjustment?

BONN Qs: ARTICLE 6.2
Operationalization and Scope of Accounting under 6.2



 What information is needed to ensure the environmental integrity and
transparency of cooperative approaches that involve the use of ITMOs?

 What systems are needed ensure environmental integrity and transparency?
 How should ITMOs be reflected in the transparency requirements under Article

13.7 (a-b)?
 How should ITMOs be reflected in counting for NDCs under Article 4.13?

BONN Qs: ARTICLE 6.2
Rules for Environmental Integrity & Transparency



 How to address reductions from Article 6.4 outside the scope of an NDC?
 How should net mitigation be addressed under Article 6.4?
 How does the NDC impact additionality and baseline setting?
 How does the NDC scope impact 6.4? Consider in terms of:

 Gases covered under target?
 Timeframe of target?
 Single year target vs. multi-year target?

BONN Qs: ARTICLE 6.4 MECHANISM
Implications of NDC on Mechanism



 What rules could be used from the CDM/JI under the Article 6.4 mechanism?
 What project types could be used from the CDM/JI under 6.4?
 What credits could be used from CDM/JI under 6.4?
 How to ‘transition’ from these mechanisms into the new mechanism post-2020?
 What should be the relative role(s) of the mechanism’s supervisory body?
 What should be the relative role(s) of the host Party?

BONN Qs: ARTICLE 6.4 MECHANISM
Bringing CDM/JI into New Mechanism



 What rules could be used from the CDM/JI under the Article 6.4 mechanism?
 What project types could be used from the CDM/JI under 6.4?
 What credits could be used from CDM/JI under 6.4?
 How to ‘transition’ from these mechanisms into the new mechanism post-2020?
 What should be the relative role(s) of the mechanism’s supervisory body?
 What should be the relative role(s) of the host Party?

BONN Qs: ARTICLE 6.4 MECHANISM
Bringing CDM/JI into New Mechanism



IETA ARTICLE 6
RESOURCES



IETA GROWING RESOURE LIBRARY



EXTRA SLIDES



 Without quantification, the double counting provisions of Article 6
cannot be applied. As such:
 Both NDCs involved in an ITMO or a clearly defined sector within

the NDC must be fully quantified in absolute tonnes over the
period they apply to;

 An NDC must be quantified up front for an ITMO to proceed, then
reconciled against that quantification at the end of the period
(e.g. a true-up).

ARTICLE 6 & NDC QUANTIFICATION 
Quantification Key for Environmental Integrity



 Article 6 should enable transactional arrangements, rather than
review and assess NDC ambition.

 Article 6 is a cooperative approach to increasing ambition and
transferring mitigation outcomes between Parties, based on
transactions.

 Article 4 and Article 14 represents the Governance and Review of NDC
ambition and scrutiny of non ambitious NDCs.

 The Global Stocktake is where addressing NDCs that do not maintain
high environmental integrity occurs.

ARTICLE 6 & ENVIRONMENTAL INTEGRITY
Focus on Transactional Arrangements



CDM ● Very successful in mobilising the private sector due to open access
● Policy certainty and price stability proved challenging for the private sector
● Gradual improvements in transaction costs and scalability due to standardised baselines, PoA

concept, project cycle reforms
● Additionality test proved contentious and difficult to implement
● Lack of harmonised social/environmental safeguards damaged its reputation

JI ● Relevant architecture for implementation of Article 6
● Environmental integrity and transparency under Track 1 was problematic
● Lack of prompt start under Track 2 limited its appeal and increased attractiveness of Track 1

LESSONS LEARNED
CDM/JI



LESSONS LEARNED
GREEN INVESTMENT SCHEMES & VOLUNTARY

Green 
Investment 
Schemes

● Mixed results in terms of environmental integrity from one selling country to another
● Critical role of institutional capacity and purchaser integrity
● Relevant for activities and sectors that proved challenging under the CDM/JI
● Potential for combination with non-market mechanisms (e.g. technology transfers, 

climate finance)

Voluntary 
carbon 
markets

● Valuable pool of expertise/experience related to sustainable development (e.g. Gold 
Standard, Social Carbon, CCBS)

● Tagging concept by VCS is an interesting concept to combine centralized rules to 
ensure environmental integrity with a country-specific layer of rules
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